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EARDISLAND PARISH COUNCIL 
 

Notes of the Community Meeting held on 
Thursday 16 September 2021 at 7.00 pm in Eardisland Village Hall 

 
Present: Richard Kirby (Chairman); 31 parishioners including councillors; Parish Clerk Alison Sutton; Ward 

Cllr Roger Phillips; Stacey Moore and Wayne Best from Environment Agency; Steve Hodges and 
Mairead Lane from Herefordshire Council; Richard Perkins from Balfour Beatty 

 
Summary: 
 The Environment Agency (EA) study carried out earlier this year has suggested 2 options that can be 

considered that might reduce flood risk to Eardisland – Property Flood Resilience measures (eg. flood 
gates on doors, pumps, non-return valves on toilets etc) and reduction in height of Glanarrow weir 

 The meeting attendees and parish council felt that the EA should undertake the next assessment in the 
process to look at effects of these measures and cost implications; the community will then be 
consulted again and at all further stages 

 May be a trade-off between lowering the river leading to a material impact on the look of the village in 
summer with a reduced risk of flooding, any decision by the community to ask the EA to go forward 
with lowering the weir will not satisfy everyone 

 After the presentation to the meeting, various issues were discussed or noted as below 
 The following issues will be considered by the EA in the next stage and generally: opening of sluices in 

any flood events this winter to see if makes a difference and therefore if a useful tool for the future; 
lowering the river level to allow local residents to help clear silt if permit given by EA; lateness of flood 
warnings which do not allow evacuation of houses 

 Herefordshire Council officers will follow up whether general Section 106 monies can be accessed by 
parish council, as very unlikely to receive S106 funds direct as village mostly in Flood Zone 3 and 
development of more than 10 houses extremely unlikely 

 All householders in at risk properties advised to sign up to EA’s Flood Warning service (https://flood-
warning-information.service.gov.uk/warnings or 0345 988 1188) 

 PC will provide sandbags for at risk properties again this winter 
 
Presentation and discussion 
 
Stacey Moore gave the following presentation: 
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Various questions and comments were made: 
 
 Match funding mentioned – limitations of community this size, PC would be pushed to find significant 

amount of money for this 
 Silt build-ups on both sides of bridge, lost almost 50% of width, build-up of silt from higher up river from  

farming having significant effect on village 
 PC and parishioners are fixing the village hall as it has had flood damage and spending a lot of money 

on it; help funding this would allow the parish and PC to do more to sort out other areas 
 In the floods in 2019-20, the parish got on and provided help to those who needed it and then set up 

the Eardisland Flood Response Plan to manage future floods, we didn’t ask Herefordshire for help; 
what Hereford had once was horrible but we have that often and Herefordshire Council needs to 
recognise that we solved it ourselves so people’s houses were not made worse, not think that there 
wasn’t a problem in Eardisland because we didn’t ask for help 

 Eardisland relatively easy to improve even though remedies for flooding are very expensive 
 Local farmers offered couple of years ago to clear the bridge when it was blocked but told needed 

permit  
 EA have to go through permit process as well 
 To clear silt berm have to work in-river with specialist equipment, needs specialist contractor and 

permit 
 Limited time when work can be done, 1st June to 1st October; silt would have to be tested for 

contaminants to decide where can be disposed of 
 Riparian landowner’s responsibility to clear trees across river; EA will help if unable to do so but would 

be added to list of other works 
 £280,000 approx for weir lowering, PC could use Section 106 monies towards this 
 Eardisland very unlikely to get S106 as can’t build schemes of 10 or more houses as village mostly in 

Flood Zone 3 
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 Herefordshire officers will take up PC being able to access unused S106 funding, PC contact relevant 
Herefordshire officer as well 

 Lower mid-section of weir not all of it to protect banks 
 Key to sluice gate, parishioner confirmed owns gates and has key; sluices used for many years but not 

now as considered not effective and health and safety issues, in case owner sued if someone fell in 
and would affect flow under bridge 

 EA officer will check if landowner can open sluice gates – might need licence  
 Flooding of houses and elderly parishioner needed to leave home – what is more important, that or 

health and safety? 
 Sluice owner never seen weir overtopped in flood event in 64 years, though water goes over top of 

sluices; will top weir be lowered? 
 Lowering weir will have large affect on look of river through village 
 Will lowering weir level reduce flooding at Pembridge end of village where water comes out of river 

higher up and comes over fields? Will be assessed as part of next stage 
 Previous report had so many errors that people dubious about new work 
 Modelling is better than when previous report but need interventions added to see what actually will 

work to reduce flooding – next stage includes scenario testing  
 Properties blighted with insurers because of Flood Zone maps 
 Lot of sandbags needed this winter to protect properties – PC will provide sandbags 
 Water comes up through floor in some properties as old houses 
 If weir lowered will affect river all year round, why can’t sluices be opened during rainfall and keep river 

when not a problem 
 Unfortunately not that simple, will come back to community to check modelling 
 May be a trade-off between lowering river and material impact on look in summer with reduced risk of 

flooding 
 Could river be lowered so local people can remove silt rather than specialist contractors? Can be 

looked at but needs lot of thought for implications for river life, silt disposal etc 
 Does anyone come down from any agency during flood to see what happens? EA does go out as do 

other agencies. Officer who lives locally tries to get here to see what actually happens 
 Colleagues from Herefordshire Talk Community initiative came out in immediate aftermath, to gather 

information and help with support and available funding; but scale of events in February 2020 was 
huge throughout county 

 Phone issues through to Herefordshire on 01432 261800, after event can raise issues through website 
 Worth signing up for EA’s Flood Warning service – but parishioner pointed out that by time warning 

comes it’s too late to get out of house – officer will take this back to EA 
 Parish needs to capture triggers and pass back to EA and Herefordshire  
 Farming practices upstream need looking at closely and riparian owners need to keep ditches and 

culverts open – Herefordshire and EA have power to ensure things happen – Balfour Beatty and 
Herefordshire will work together on this and use enforcement action if agreement not there with 
landowners 

 What are timescales on feedback of modelling? 
 Self-management by parishioners during flood events very important as agencies cannot be 

everywhere at same time, need to ensure support for Eardisland Flood Response Group from agencies 
 Railway tunnels and embankment that river runs through above Titley causes pinch point – who owns 

area and are you keeping eye on it, can something be done at this point to hold water upstream as few 
houses and could be catchment based approach? Also need to look at integrity of embankment  

 Waiting for community’s views to get project team in place and move forward 
 PC needs to establish what community wants, will get views but any decision will not satisfy everybody 
 EA will ask for feedback on every step 
 Own natural resilience important as no work going to be done by EA before mid-2022 
 Need to find out view of parish of EA going forward with next assessment – straw pole of attendees 

agreed should look lowering of weir and property protection 
 Glanarrow weir lowered in 1960s by 6 inches, EA will send through copy of findings of why done to PC 
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 Can parish operate sluice, what would be difference between lowering weir and using sluices when 
needed – EA will look at incorporating this into modelling 

 Could the sluice be opened by EA if there is flooding this winter to see what the affect is? Question will 
be taken back to EA 

 PC check which properties have put in property resilience measures – so funding can be targeted at 
those who haven’t 


